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ayoral
andidate
isits UOP
St04~ktcm

mayor-..U candidate Joan
spoke Timrsday, Feb. 1, at the
Hour in the McCaffrey Center.
was on campus to recruit stu·
votes.
After Thesday's election results,
turned in a victory with a 16.7
margin over her oppenent, AI
She will be Stockton's secfemale mayor. The City Council
leads has the firSt majority of
since 1985.
According to Darrah, the relationbetween Stockton and the Uniis very closely linked and inter. what happens to Stockton
affects UOP. She believes
it will be better for the University
IStcx:klton had a better image. "One
u,.,,...,.;n prOO,lenlSiS with the StockCity Council," said Darrah. "My
and major goal is to build teamon the council so that we look
and we enhance our image, not
in the state of California, but in
nation as a whole."
Darrah believes that Stockton
be a better city. ''We have a
crime problem, a crime probthat is aided and abetted by our
problems." She believes that
's number one priority is to
more police officers and to enthe anti-drug effort She promthat if elected, she is going to
on these problems.
"One of my majorcommitments is
lf.)III:COJ:nmlodate, manage and organthe growth that will naturally be
to UOP and to Stockton," said
when discussing growth. She
that Stockton and UOP must
to grow to remain viable.
Darrah hopes that some of the
will remain in Stockton after
graduate, and stated that the only
will happen is if there are jobs
8¥1ilable. "I will promote business
~elopmentandeconomic growth so
when you graduate, you'11 know
there are some businesses, law
and other offices that can utilize
properly reward your talents,"
Darrah.

JUJ suspends fraternity's charter
By Sara Schroeder
News Editor
UOP President Bill Atchley, after
receiving a recommendation from the
Joint University Judiciary, has suspended the charter of Sigma Alpha
~psilon thro~gh May 1992. The decision follows an investigation of a party
held at the fraternity Dec. 1, 1989, at
which seven who attended were hospitalized.
The JUJ determined that some of
the procedures and requirements of
the
alcohol
were

violated. According to the JUJ, the
event was not properly monitored or
confined, and "sufficient amounts" of
non-alcoholic beverages and food
were not provided.
The suspension does not restrict
normal social functions such as rush,
but includes additional re_sponsibilities the fraternity members must
adhere to.
Beginning this semester, all currently active members of SAE are
required to complete a minimum of
eight hours each of community service over two occasions. The Office of

Student Life will provide the areas
from which to choose.
SAE is required to maintain a
"c:lean and orderly appearance oftheir
house and grounds, setting an example for the campus community."
All members will be involved with
ROAD (Responsible Options for
Alcohol and Drugs) or a comparable
campus program each semester
through spring 1992. In addition, all
members, including little sisters, must
attend alcohol and drug policy and
responsible party planning training at
various times each semester.

Jon J. Lewis, dining services director at UOP since 1982, has been
named director of residential life
dining services at the University of
Maine.
Lewis also served as contract
administrator for ARA when they took
over food service operations at UOP
in January 1989. According to Lewis,
his position was "eliminated" last
summer.
Lewis, who began his new duties
at the University of Maine Dec. 1, is
responsible for overseeing residence
hall commons, Memorial Union dining services and campus catering,
including fmancial management of
such services.
Concerning his future plans for
the program, Lewis said, ''I hope to
move an already ~ood dep~t .
ahead to a nationally recognized dining service." Lewis, the recipient of
six national menu and event awards,
was judged to have the best residence
hall menu nationwide in 1986 at UOP.
In addition to UOP, Lewis served
as manager of student union food
service operations at California State
University, Los Angeles, and administrator responsible for a residence
hall facility serving 2,000 students at

the education coordinator of the
!e~ual Harassment Compliance OfFee, a referral group where stude~ts
aJI(l faculty can report such behaviOr.
The SHCO is composed of the col·llfl1in"'t'"" and the counseling panel. If
'l>erson has a complaint, he or she

Unlv. ol Maine

JON LEWIS: Former UOP food service director.

Northern Illinois University, Dekalb,
Ill.
A native of Stevensville, Mich,
Lewis holds a master's degree with an
emphasis in fmance from California
State University and a bachelor's
degree in restaurant, hotel and institu-

tional management from Purdue
University. Lewis, his wife Peggy,
and two-year-old son, Derek, areresi·
dents of Veazie, Maine.

Sara Schroeder, News Editor.
contributed to this report.

Change invigorates Calliope
By Michele Brunick
Staff Writer
UOP Athletic Dept.

UOP RISING STAR: Dell Demps, sophomore guard, Is second on
the Tiger basketball team In scoring, averaging 15.1 points per
game. He set a career high of 26 points In last saturday's game
versus UC Irvine.

niversity panel takes steps to combat problem

le~uatharassmentoranytypeofsexual
~midation," said Barbara St. Ur-

Atchley added that he felt the
decision will have an affect on the
other houses as well. They should
know that "we're going to get tough
and hard."
According to Atchley, SAE has
the opportunity to appeal the decision
if they wish. However, he said, "I
hope they accept it."
TheJUJ is a committee comprised
of faculty, students and administra·
tors. It conducts thorough investiga·
tions of incidents, listening to all tes·
timony. It then reports directly to the
president with a recommendation.

Basketball star bolsters Jon Lewis employed at Maine
UOP Tig~r scoring

Sexual harrassment office
ids students and faculty
A student is bothered by her prosuggestive language and
lines. She wants the behavto stop, but fearing that her &rn:de
be lowered, reluctantly complies
his repulsive conduct.
This is sexual harassment. It ranges
undesired sexual innuendos to
requests for sexual favo~,crea~
an intimidating or offens1ve enviIt can occur in any work or
setting, including UOP.
"We're trying to maintain a camcommunity... which is free of

Of the decision Atchley said, "I
regret very much that a penalty has to
be imposed upon any of our campus
living groups or upon any of our
University students. Nevertheless, I
fully support the action of the JUJ.
"No university can condone the
violation of rules and regulations
which are designed to uphold the state
beverage control laws as well as those
designed to protect the health and
welfare of our students."
SAE President Steve Fick said he
had no additional comments regarding SAE's position.

If a resolution is not reached, a
would contact St. Urbain or a member
formal
grievance could be filed and
of the panel and be advised of options
an
investigation
determining the va·
and procedures.
lidity
of
the
charges
is begun.
"If someone comes in to see me, I
St. Urbain stressed the need for
might talk about the definition of
people to be aware of their options in
circumstances warranting action.
"It's something we
"It's something we need to be able
need to be able to to talk about," she said, "so that people
can go to their friends and say, Tm
talk about."
not feeling real good about this situ- Barbara St. Urbain ation' and 'The University will take
steps if there's a problem."'
"Things have changed in the last
sexual harassment and examples of
20
years," she said. "What was acit," srud St Urbain. "Then the person
ceptable
as a 'dirty old man' synwould determine whether they had
drome
is
no longer that in today's
been harassed sexually. If they had, I
would help them to go to one of the society.
"Hugs are still okay, as long as
panelists."
.
.
they're
okay with the huggee. If not,
With the selected panehst act.mg
as a mediator, the person would then it's sexual harassment."
Information and related materials
initiate, if desired, an informal grie~
are
available at St. Urbain's office in
ance process. The alleged ~ar~ser.ls
the
Bechtel International Center,
contacted and the behav1or IS disOffice
of International Services or by
cussed and clarified with the panel
calling her at 946-2246.
member.

Production of the 1990 Calliope,
UOP' s student-run literary magazine,
was close to non-existent at the end of
last semester. But through the work of
faculty advisor Scott Evans and his
new editors and staff, the magazine is
moving forward.
The new staff's goals are to make
1990s Calliope one of higher quality in by March 9. It would be wise to turn
and of more interest than past publi· them in early," said Evans.
Last year's publication was made
cations.
possible
by the corporate sponsorship
"Calliope died over Christmas,"
of
American
Savings. They printed
said Evans, who helps with the orthe
magazines
in their own print shop.
ganization of the magazine. ''The two
"Theywereveryprofessionalandthey
editors who were last semester's edi·
tors resigned and there hadn't been a didn't take advantage of us or ask us
for their own ads in the magazine.''
This year, American Savings' print
"We plan to make shop has been closed, but Evans is
it a better
optimistic that they will aid in the
funding
for printing costs.
publication•.. we'd
"We've been real enthusiastic
like to have a lot about it and we plan to make ita better
publication. Although it's been mainly
more variety."
poetry in the past, we'd like to have a

lot more variety with a lot more students involved," said Keaton, a new
editor.
"I think it's going to tum out really
well. We've got a lot of talent and the
more submissions we get, the better,"
said Tudor, a co-editor.
"Calliope can be obtained as a
keepsake for a remembrance of the
entire school year. Last year there was
a submission about the Stockton
school shooting and this year we have
submissions about the October earth·
quake and the fall of the Berlin wall,"
said Evans.
The editors and staff of Calliope
encourage as many submissions as
possible by March 9. "Our goal is to
increase the quality and amount of
submissions of Calliope so it can
become the kind of publication students can be proud of," said Evans.
Evans hopes the magazine will be
available by early to mid-April. He
indicated that it depends not only on
submissions, but also the availability
of the publisher.

- Hetty Keaton

meeting in over a month."
This semester two English graduate students and one undergraduate
student assumed the vacant editor
positions. "Hetty Keaton, Randy
Tudor and Jason Quinn have done
more in a two week period than was
done all last semester for Calliope,"
said Evans.
The editors and staff of the literary
magazine plan on accep~ng ~u:>'·
short stories, essays dealmg With literature, pen and ink art, black and
white photographs and for the first
time, non-fiction essays. "We need
submissions and we need them turned
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IN THE NEWS
Seattle Seahawks president to speak at UOP•••Tom Aores, president
and general manager of the football team will speak on "Leadership,
Teamwork and Winning" on Thursday, Feb. 15, 7:30p.m. in the Faye
Spanos Concen Hall. Flores, who graduated from UOP in 1959, will be the
third speaker in the School of Business and Public Administration's Pacific
Business Forum. For more information, contact Dr. Thomas Kail, associate
dean, SBPA, 946-2643.

By Natasha Parsonage
Staff Writer

Though UOP currently does nc•t
have a campus-wide recycling program, the Anderson YCenteris in the
process of researching model proKUOPreceives national recognition ...Over winter break, USAToday
grams around the country to start one
featured station volunteer Marcus Dickerson in a Dec. 29 article on the
here.
growing popularity of house music. Jack Thomas, KUOP news director,
After the research is complete, a
has had four stories aired on National Public Radio recently. Three
proposal for a recycling program will
concerned the Amtrack train wreck near Stockton and the fourth was an
be Jeveloped and delivered to the
interview with Stockton Mayor Barbara Pass on the flrst anniversary of the
Anderson Y Bolrd of Directors in
Cleveland School shooting.
about two weeks, and if approved,
will then be delivered to the UniverIsrael study tour open to UOP students...Reverend BruceR. Bramlett,
a religious studies professor, is leading an Israel study tour with Rabbi . sity administration. The center i£
Walter Zanger in the spring of 1990. The tour will be 14 days long and is · working with Stockton Scavenger to
propose a viable method of recycling
co-sponsored by the Office of Lifelong Learning. It can be taken for three
atUOP.
units by satisfying the academic program designed for the trip and paying
"I am very optimistic that the
$180 in tuition fees. Enrollment is limited to 30and the cost is $2,300, with
a$200depositdue by April?. Formorcinformation,contactBramlettat the
religious studies department, 946-2161 or 835-3243.
Meditation sessions available...The Venerable Dharmawara Mahathera,locally known as Bhante, wiU conduct meditation sessions on Tuesday
evenings from 7:30 to 8:30p.m. in Morris Chapel. The sessions are interfaith in nature and sponsored by the Newman House and Inter-Religious
Affairs Office of the Diocese of Stockton. Anyone interested is invited to
auend.
UOP summer high school program students earn science
honors...Four high school students who participated in the summer program have won recognition among the nation's most talented science
students. The honors program offers high school students advanced college-level course work and research experience in molecular biology. For
information on the sixth UOP Summer Honors Program, June 18 -July 27,
conta: ~Dr. Michael Minch, chemistry department, (209) 946-2442.

CRIME REPORT:

Obscene calls reported
Compilefl by:
Public Safety
Tiuee acts of vandalism occurred
this week. A piece of fruit was thrown
through the window of room #202 at
EiselenHouse.OnJan.31,acarparked
in the lot behind the fraternities and
sororities was hit by a bullet On Feb.
2, the cook at Tri Delta reported that
the left rear window of her car, which
was par~hind the fraternities and
sororities, was broken.
On Feb. 2, a resident of Eiselen
reported that she had been receiving
obscene phone calls for several days.
Public Safety is investigating the
matter.
On Feb. 1, an attempted auto theft

took place. Ablue Datsun was broken
into. Nothing was stolen, but there
was damage to the ignition. Public
Safety arrested four juveniles for auto
burglary when they were caught breaking into cars in the School of Pharmacy Parking lot.
During Winter Break, a Nishiti
10-specd was stolen from the Grace
Covell courtyard. On Feb. 2, a student's wallet containing cash and
credit cards was stolen from the Library. Another wallet was stolen from
the Science Library.
On Feb. 1, a Physical Plant employee reponed that a light fixture
had been taken from the women's
restroom in Knoles Hall.

proposal will go through," said Noel
Fields, director of the project. The
recycling plan includes the collection
of mostly paper and aluminum products from the business and computer
centers on campus.
The funds coming from the recycling program will be spent on Anderson Y community programs such as
the tutor program and United Way
Day. Through the tutor program, UOP
students tutor children from kindergarten through twelfth grade. The
United Way Day is an opponunity for
the Anderson Y to set up a display of
what they do for the community. This
event is one of many that the United
Wa-j. holds involving UOP_
, MA has agreed to suppon the
recycting project. The dining halls

will be targeted for mainly plasti.c
products as well as paper and alumtnum. "We make sure [ARA) uses all
biodegradable products, even th.e
coffee cups," said Scott Wright, director of food services.
Fran Abbot, executive director of
the Anderson Y would like to see the
recycling program be a coordinated
effort by the entire campus community. The Anderson Y would like to
"have UOP be part of the solution in
Stockton, not part of the problem,"
saidAbbou.
Details regarding how and when
the program will be implemented are
still being worked out.

By Kirsten Miles
Assistant News Editor

Monday night's Senate
included a variety of topics,
funding approval for a video
book, the change of "concert$
ager" to "nightc!ub
deciding whether the fibns
shouldbe a managerial position
ASUOP. The meeting vV..Ov&VU'illll
the ratification of the
Constitution.
John Kuyper spoke 10 the
about producing a video
that would be available to
approximately $10 to $15. There
discussion a~r.ong the Senate as
In the future, Scully hopes to at- whether the video yearbook
tract more freshmen and sophomores affect Epoch sales or if it would
to the center as well as provide special place the Epoch altogether. The
programs for athletes and foreign ate voted LO add the video YeaJ1)()()lnl
petitions a
students."I have a tremendous amount the ASUOP programs and
of energy for what I'm doing," said Financial considerations will
Scully. She believes there is a lot of worked out by the Executive
• petitions
The Senate voted to dissolve
potential at the University.
Bill McGregor has taken a job concerts manager position and
• Elections
with Idea Man. a promotional mar- nightclub manager. Gary
ASUOPconcerts
manager,
ll>l.llllrelllllll
ketin_g frrm.
also work!ng on the nightclub,
The following is a partial list of
will be he used in the food court.
• Get involve~
companies with openings in their
Miriam Watson, UPBEAT
ASS()
interviewing schedule:
chair, spoke to the .:>ciiilu:; ilU<lJUll:stl\1
Aerojet
lishing a paid films manager to
Caltrans
place the fllms program, which
Gil Castillo--The Pacifican
Electronic Data Systems
currently a volunteer committee
SCULLY: Interim director
Mobil Oil
position. Watson claimed the job
dent at Cal State Sacramento, is servAT&T
far more than the recommended
ing herintemship in the center. She is
Chubb Insurance
hours per week.
earning her master's of science in
Emporium
The final business of the
career counseling at Sac State.
ED.I.C.
was to ratify the Constitution.
Although a great majority of posiGallo
the Senate voted on individual
tions available through on-campus
Macy 's
ments, it voted to propose the
recruiting are targeted toward busiMassachussett's Mutual Life
tion of the ASUOP Constitutial
ness and engineering majors, Scully
Ins.
amended to the student body.
encourages
liberald artstaand all
other p • • • • • • • • • • • - - • • • • - -...·-.......=t;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~=-,
• s to "lak
f h
rnaJOr
e a van ge o w at s
available and not feel left out"
:

Scully assumes director position

By Susan Boskon
Staff Writer

Many changes have taken place at
the Career Planning and Placement
Center this year. Helen Scully, hired
in August as assistant director replacing Craig Wells, is temporarily serving as interim director following the
resignalion of director Bill McGregor.
With graduation only a few months
away, the Career Planning and Placement Center has not only become a
place of great importance to many
anxious seniors, it has become a second home. During the next few
months, over 65 companies are expected to be on campus for interviewing purposes.ln the hope of preparing
seniors, the Career Center has now
extended their offering of resume and
interview workshops to provide students with assistance throughout the
semester.
Recent changes also include joining the Stockton Chamber of Com..
merce, a new computer in the office,
and the expansion of the counseling
staff. Diane Fenneck, a graduate stu-
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Are you interested in jewish student
activities like:
• Programs on Micidle East
• Israeli folk d? .dng
• Sunday bagel bcunches

Win A Hawaiian Vacation Or Big Screen TV Plus
Raise Up To $1,400 In Just 10 Days!
Objective: Fundralser
Campus Organizations, clubs,
Commitment:
frats, sororities call On -

Then come to an open meeti.ng to discuss these and other
possibilities for UOP students with Rabbi Rick Shapiro
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Valentine's Day
Is
February 14th
And Card Attack Has Your
Love Potion!!
Flying Kiss
Mister Lust Mugs
Sex Forecast Mugs
Edible Candy Pants
Luv Squeezers
Balloons

S.9Lo/E- $2m----on any Haagen-Daz Valentine's Day Cake
with a purchase of $1

March Lane at Pacific
477-3399

The Mall At Webberstown
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COPA ELECTIONS
*Petitions available for President, Vice-President and all
assembly positions
* Petitions are due February 20, 1990 at S:OO pm
*Elections coincide with ASUOP elections on February
27th and 28th

ng

* Get involved in the College of the Pacific Student
Association by running for office
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EDITORIAL

The

---EDITORIAL---..

Proposed
interaction

beneficial to all
Are the Greek houses getting a bum rap?
Dean of COP Robert Benedetti apparently thinks so. In last
week's Pacifican he was quoted as saying," All the problems of
this institution are blamed on athletics and Greeks."
We wouldn't go that far, nor would we claim the Greeks are
blameless for their own image problems.
But in an unscientific survey reported on page six, The
Pacifican has found that negative attitudes toward Greeks de
exisi: in a significant portion of faculty members and students,
both Greek and unaffiliated, who responded.
The perception among many that responded was that the
Greek system's purpose is purely social, that it interferes with
academics, and can be exclusive to the point that it divides the
campus community. Depending on your perspective, those
perceptions may be valid.
Which is why Benedetti's proposal to open up the Greek
houses to unaffili:ned students and faculty as hosts of performances, lectures, class meetings, and social gatherings is an
important, if largely symbolic, step. While it may be little more
than public relations, proposed interaction of this sort is long
overdue.
Let's not kid ourselves and say this action is going to solve
all the Greeks' image problems or convert Greek-haters into
future rushees. But if it facilitates even a tiny bit of legitimate
interaction between people whose perceptions of each other
have been unsure or negative, it will be worth it.
· And maybe, just maybe, it will help us remove automatic
biases against people based on whether they belong to a house
or not.
One respondent to The Pacific an survey summed it up best
by saying, "1 would like to see more people judging one another
by their merits, and not by the shirts they are wearing."

~Pacifican i]Untw.nlty ofthe '-dtk, Ja:tdan, CA U211
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East Bloc future cloudy
By Tony Gleason
Senior Staff Writer

Citizens of the United States s:tould feel flattered that the practice of
democracy is spreading rapidly throughout the world today. But we must be
clear about our classification between politics and economics. For example,
we need to be distinct in realizing what the Eastern European countries have
thrown off--a corrupt and authoritarian political system that Westerners too
often connect with the bankruptcy ofan economic philosophy that is stiU viable
and evolving.
We in America must be certain not to confuse the rapid changes going on
in Eastern Europe as a move towards free market capitalism but primarily as
a political, not economic, liberation from an oppressively corrupt authoritarian
system. Although these countries will pursue economic changes that will
~ertainly open up their markets further and further, the debate will still rage on-as it has in Western Europe--in pursuit of capitalism 'fith a human face.
Although it is already clear that many of these countries are intending to
join the European Community formally, there is no set framework: they can
follow for capitalistic economic development that will assure a prosperous
system for any of these countries. All economic developmental plans are still
based on theories which Jack the testing needed, given the complex factors
involved in each different country, to guarantee prosperity.
These countries will certainly retain an elaborate social system, possibly
following or advancing further along the lines of the Swedish socio-economic
model. Free marketers face tremendous social resistance to many realities of
the free market capitalistic sy.stem. Opening up the confined economic system
also lends itself to skyrocketing prices and unemployment, especially in the
short run. This is contradictory to many Eastern Europeans' belief that
everyone should be guaranteed the right to a decent life, which can mean the
right to a job or simply a decent standar)J.-of living.
The atmosphere in Western Europels already conducive toward promoting
an elaborate social system based on these principles. In addition, Europe has
been in the forefront of examining and planning for the economic consequences of enacting necessary environmental limitations npon the industri:ll
sector. Concern within the European community for environmental sustainability will certainly influence the economic growth of Eastern Europe.
Western Europe democracies have much more humane economic systems
than that of the United States. For one thing, socialism is simply not a dirty
word--it is represented in very powerful political parties such as the ruling
Spanish socialist party, the ruling French socialist party, and the West German
social democrats. The economic systems of Denmark, Sweden anol West
Germany are much more developed, in the sense-of a just sa;ciety, than that of

of State James
s~retal)'
sal tO the
will ofer apropoding the
this \leek for en

confl' ·L posal would aUow
den~~~ullah to ~~ain in
in KaWI for a uanstuonal

the United S!ates. I believe they have set a good example of leadership in
evolution of capitalism.
It will be interesting to gauge the balance that Europe (as we
'T'hl~isachangefrom earl
increasingly begin to see these nations) keeps between capitalism and
••tr
"b !lah step
ism. Takingintoaccountthatall thepresenteconomistsinEastern ..,..,.~~....1 inSist~ethatNaJl u
been fully trained in labour-theory economics and the socialist
from ~JCe.
society makes one realize that they have radically different assumptions
South African
the purpose and workings of an economy for society. It will be int,ere!~linllill
see what types of economic systems evolve within these countries
dovernment I
capitalism comes barreling over the defunct iron curtain.
.,.
bans
This type of speculation lends itself to much deeper insight into the
of the state of Europe. It seems that economics is becoming the de1:ern1inill
factor in the world power game. The days of power politics, backed up
military muscle, are rapidly declining--giving way to the power of
and capital control. The reality of a military-dominated•world still
exists, exemplified by the recent willingness of the T,Jnited States to Hllacikiuerilla groups;
fftSJJaenltCle .KJerkhas
militaristic force, giYen a multitude of other options, arid invade the
cizedby the Conservative
sovereign nation of Panama.
We must be reminded that not only are these times one of the
his nionns, yet he continues
opportune in history for creating more peaceful prosperity for more
drivelorafreeSouthAfricain
they are also the most dangerous time in history. The Eastern
blaclif will share in the ruling
countries will need a great deal of assistance in their transition into the
COOnJY.
economy, assistance that is increasingly hard to provide. One thing we
Ttesereforms have stimu
keep in mind, as we had to after World War II, is that our reaction to the
of violent outbreaks
occurring are of primary importance to the future prosperity and stability
human race.
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Ynes Zavala
Junior
Music management

'm gonna take my girlfriend out
for lunch and have a nice evening."

What are your plans for Valentines Day?"

Wendy Symon
Sophomore
Human aevelloc'm~~nt

jane llu
Sophomore
Business

Mike Martinez

Junior
Business

Mike Valencia
Freshman
p

Marta Craig
Senior
Art

- --··-·

._

"!want togo to Hong Kongforaday
since that's where I'm from."

"I'm gonna be sleeping on Valentine's Day because it's the Phi Deft
rush party. "

"Because I don't have anyone to
spend the time with, I'll be in the
dorms studying."

_----
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...
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"To smother my boyfriend in vat& I

tine gifts and hope he doe]
same."

JNTERNATIONAL

Chinese New Year Celebrations begin

World

By Barbara Muller

Beat
Gorbachev
announces end of
Communist Party
domination

International Editor

heavily armed white supremacist
groups.

Early this week Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev told the CommunistParty leadership that the party
should give up its constitutionally
guaranteed monopoly on power and
begin to compete for political rule
within a democratic framework.
He also proposed radie<J restructuring of the party organization, such
as the Communist Party no longer
dictating to government or economic
leaders.
Gorbachev's proposal to the party
followeo,d the largest mass demonstration since the revolution.

U.S. offers Afghan
compromise

y

Secretary of State James Baker

will offer a proposal to the Soviets
this week for ending the Mghan

conflict

Jihad group attacks
Israeli tour bus
In the worst terrorist attack in
Egypt in years, nine people were
killed and 17 wounded when a
member group of the Islamic Jihad
attacked a tour bus near Cairo.

NATO membership
not required for
United Germany
The Bush administration announced Monday that a united German state would not have to be a
member of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, but only need maintain ties with the alliance.
The reform of U.S. government
policy regarding a united German
state occurred after Busl\'s summit
meeting with Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev in Malta.

New Costa Rican
president elected

The proposal would allow President Najibullah to re main in power
e that E urope (as we in Kabul for a transitional period.
tween capitalism and
This isa changefromearlierU.S.
Rafael Calderon Fournier demists in Eastern curone~lll insistence that Najibullah step down feated the governing party's candilithe socialist
from office.
date Monday to become the new
diffcrentassum:ptionsatll
president of Costa Rica.
~ iety. It w iU be '"'p,.,.,......
Calderon, of the Social Christian
within these countries
Unity Party, succeeds President
n curtain.
Oscar Arias who won the Nobel
Id per insight into the
Peace Prize in 1987 for his attempts
1 is becoming the dek~rrniDI~I
to bring peace to Central America.
X>wer politics, backed
Last weekend the South African
way to the power of
government lifted a ban on theAfriinntcd •world still
can National Congress and other
of the U nited States lnllit·ht:~eJC guerilla groups.
nod invade the
PresidentdeKle'rkhasbeencritiPresident Daniel OrtegaofNicacized by the Conservative Party for
ragua
invited the U .S. to hold serihis reforms, yet he continues in his
ous
talks
on normalizing relations.
drive for a free SouthAfricain which
Ortega
made the offer Saturday
blacks will share in the ruling of the
night
at
a
campaign
rally for the Feb.
country.
25
national
election.
These reforms have stimulated a
series of violent outbreaks from

South African
government lifts
bans

Ortega seeks better
.. U.S. ties
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The University of the Pacific
Chinese New Year Celebration begins today with Pacific Hour in the
McCaffrey Center. Fortunes will be
told.
Tomorrow there will be a Chinese
New Year Dance held in Raymond
Great Hall from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
ASUOPcardholdersareadmitted free.
Next Tuesday there will be a Chinese handicraft and calligraphy demonstration in the Bechtel Center from
7-9 p.m.
World on Wednesday, at noon in
the Bechtel Center, will featureS ylvia
Sun Minnick, a publisher with Heritage Books. Her topic will be "Under-

standing the World of Samfow."
Samfow is the Cantonese word for
third city, meaning Stockton.
Minnick, herself a Chinese Ameri-

can, will discuss the history of Stockton through the eyes of a Chinese
sojourner. She hasspentseveral years
researching this topic and has recenUy

published a book on the subject.
Lunch is served free to all UOP
students. Meal cardholders are asked
to donate their Wednesday lunch to
feed the homeless for a program sponsored by the Open Assembly of the
School oflntemational Studies. World
On Wednesday is sponsored by
UPBEAT, COPA, OASIS, and the
Bechtel International Center.
Finally,onThursday,Feb.l5,there
will be a Chinese Tea House from 710 p.m. in the Bechtel Center.
The Chinese New Year festivities
are sponsored by the Association of
International Chinese Students,
ASUOP, Office oflnternational Services, and Cultural Awareness.

East European study programs available
The Council on International
Educational Exchange has identified
the need of American students to
understand what is happening in Poland and Eastern Europe and will begin
offering an East European studies
program in Warsaw, Poland at the
Central School of Planning and Statistics in the fall of 1990.
Poland's emergence from decades
of totalitarian rule is one of the most
significant events in Europe since
World War II.
Recognizing that few American
university students are fluent in Polish, this unique program will be offered in English. The curriculum will
include a choice of economics, history, political science and culture. In
addition, all students will be required
to study Polish. All courses will be
taught by Polish faculty from the
Central School of Planning and Statistics and other institutions of higher
education.
Students will become acquainted
with the culture of East and Central
Europe and will look at its role in the
history of the modem world. Students from a wide range ofdisciplines
will be witness to an exciting case
study of a nation which realizes that
political, economic and social changes
are necessary to remove barriers that
impede progress and modernization.
Complementing the academic

Study in Hungary
An East European studies program taught in Engl;st; for American
university students will begin in the
fall of 1990 at Karl Marx University
of Economics, Budapest, Hungary.
Hungary was one of the first
countries to associate itself with the
glasnost and perestroika initiatives
of Mikhail S. Gorbachev. As dramatic steps toward democratic reforms are being taken in Ea$tern
Europe every day, Hungary is already making substantial changes in
its political and economic systems.
The 16-week program has been
designed to attract students from a
variety of disciplines, including
economics, political and social sciences and humanities. Since this

program is in English, It opens the
opportunity to study in. Hungary to
more American students during this
historic period.
The academic program will be
augmented by social and cultural
activities in Budapest, as well as
field trips outside the city.
Karl Marx University, established in 1948, has 24 departments
and four in5ititutions. The student
body numbers neariy 5,000 and the
teaching staff over 500. KMU is
Hungary's major center for research
in economics; manymembersofthe
faculty are advisors to government
and businesses which in turn employ a significant number of graduates.

program will be social and cultural
activities in Warsaw, such as opera,
concerts, theater, dance and museums, as well as 10 days of field trips

outside ofWarsaw, including Cracow
and Auschwitz.
Established in 1906, the Central
School of Planning and Statistics is

the oldest and largest economics university in Poland with some 12,000
students and a teaching staff of 730.
The Council on International
Educational Exchange was established in 1947, at the urging of the
U.S. Department of State, to help
ree~tablish student exchange after
World War II. The council maintains
offices throughout the United States
and in six countries abroad, from
which it develops and administers a
wide variety of study, work and travel
programs for American and international students at the secondary, undergraduate, graduate and professional
For more information on the council's East European Studies Program
in Poland, contact Juliette Shapland,
Academic Programs Department,
Council on International Educational
Exchange, 205East42ndStreet,New
York, NY 10017, (212) 661-1414.

CHINESE SPOTLIGHT
STARTS TODAY!!!!
AGENDA:
Thrusday. February 8 Noon
Pacific Hour in the McCaffery Center
9am-1 am
Friday. Ftbruary 9
Chinese New Year Dance at Raymond Great Hall
Tuesday. February 13 Zam-9pm
Chinese Handicraft & Caligraphy Demonstration
in the Bechtel Center
Wednesday. February 14 Noon
World on Wednesday featuring Silvia Sun
Minnick
Thursday, February 15 Zpm-1 Opm
Chinese New Year Tea House at the Bechtel
Center

Sponsored by AICS, ASUOP, OIS, and Cultural Awareness
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Northwestern Mutual Agents.

I

They all have certain traits in common.
T hev're achievement-oriented individuals
who:ll accept nothing short of success. They
cra,·e their indep endence, because they know
hO\\' to rely on the ir own initia tive . And they
love a challenge as much as the rewards.
Yet. they never lose sig ht of funda mental
values like caring about 311Cl guiding others.
If you aspire to rise ab~ve a n ordinary
life, you'll discover the unlimited opportu·
nities you long for as a Northwestern Mutual
agent. T his field offers a broad range of career
specialties. And with intensive training
a nd top·perfonning products, you'll be a ble
to ad vance as quickly as you wish . In fact,
more than 1,500 Northwestern Mutual agent:;
averaged more than $100,000 in conmlissioned
earnings last year.
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Allyn Kamen-Whisler
Human Resources Director
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Suite 1700
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GREEK LIFE

Dr. Robert Halllernik

What do you think?
they achieve less than a 2.0 GPA. way to meet people and an easy way
Well, any student is put on probation to get involved, but is almost too
selective."
if his or her grades are that low."
Feature Editor
A professor who has been here for
A first year faculty member said,
three
years said, "I see the business
"They
seem
to
be
more
concerned
During the roaring 20s when the
fraternities
as kind of good and some
with
themselves
than
with
school.
Not
Greek system was in its infancy, the
promotion
to
network people into their
all
the
Greeks
are
like
this,
but
I
think
average college campus was full of
field.
The
social
system I see as elitist,
only
a
minority
of
the
Greeks
fall
into
students who were more concerned
with shaking up American morals and this category, and most of them are especially here, and another label
which I don't go for. I see it as exclumanners than getting an A in Biology girls.
..The purpose of the Greeks is for sionary because it is a small school,
101. Students expressed little to no
interest in politics and their rebel- a group of people to work together to and it divides people into smaller
groups."
liousnessrarely was prepared to solve
Others feel the Greeks serve a
social injustice. To coin a phrase of
good
purpose to the campus and the
The Greek system
the 20s, the students were "disenStockton
community.
chanted."
at
UOP
seems
to
A
student
who has been on the
Most students were eager to join
campus
for
four
years and who is not
have
a
similar
the Greek system in the 20s, and the
the
system said, "I think
affiliated
with
campus roared with fun-loving kids.
reputation as that it (the Greek system)
has many beneThe Greek system at UOP seems
of the 20s to some, fits such as educational responsibilito have a similar reputation as that of
ties, leadership roles, and making
the 20s to some, but not all.
but not all.
friends. The purpose is to bond
An anonymous survey was admembers and to have a group striving
ministered here among faculty and
students, Greeks and independents accomplish the set ofgoals ofa house. together towards accomplishing their
alil~e. Questions were ~ed regard- Friendships are a big part of Greek goals."
Afacultymemberwhoisanalumni
ing perceptions and their perct:ived life. There are also a greal deal of
the
system said, "The purpose of
of
good
things
involved
with
the
Greeks
purpose of the social Greeks.
Greek
system is to allow people to
the
which
are
beneficial
for
t'le
individMost of the people questioned
live
together
in a small community in
ual."
eltpressed both positive and negative
order
to
prepare
them for living in a
A
professor
who
has
be<~n
here
for
aspects of the Greek system; howmuch
larger
community.
Some people
four
years
stated,
"I
don't
p<.aticulady
ever, some expressed a heavy dislike
1
ike
the
close
ties
and
the
close friendlike
the
Greek
system
as
a
whole
of the system as a ·whole.
Many of the faculty interviewed because it can lead students away ships that the Greek system has to
were concerned with the priorities the from an education. It sometimes offer as opposed to t11e more broader
Greeks hold. There was a strong feel- changes students working patterns, range of options that are found in a
ing that the Greeks are predominantly thus resulting in poor work habits and dorm or in an apartment.
"The Greek system has a great
ultimately lowering grades."
social.
Other professors and students feel deal of potential to do a lot of positive
"It (the Greek system) provides a
sheltered lifestyle for students, a way that the Greek system is selective and things in terms of giving students a
personal living situation, has the poto get through college quickly with- exclusionary.
tential ofbecoming a positive force in
One
faculty
member
said
the
sysout too much pain," said one professor...When I was in school I associ- tem is "a good booster and support terms of community service and servated with both Greeks and independ- system. The fraternities and sororities ice to the institution as a whole.
"The positive things are being
ents. It didn't seem forced, although provide a sense of achievement and
role models. However," he contin- realized more and more everyday here
today may be different
..1 have no personal objections, ued, "people don't get in. It is a very at UOP. But with the same token,
there are negative things such as alcobut it is clear where their priorities closed society."
A student who is affiliated with hol abuse, racism, sexism, and isolaare; it is purely social. They may
claim to care about academics, that the system replied, "I think the sys- tion that we see everyday.
"In summary, I think they have a
students are kicked out of the house if tem is pretty messed up. It is a good

Faces
ofUOP

Compiled by:
Susan Brooks

'

Sec·o nd semester
campus involvements
By Susan Brooks
Feature Editor

Second semester is finally here.
Finals, Christmas, and New Year's
are behind us; and for most, it is time
to get serious again. But don't fret!
1broughout this semester there are a
lot of fun and exciting things planned
to rescue you from the monotony and
exhaustion of school work.
Band Frolic is in just one week.
For those of you who are unfamiliar
with Band Frolic, it is a fun-filled
competition between the living groups
on campus. Each group presents a 15minute musical which they have prepared. Band Frolic is a time for all
living groups to show off their talents.
Itisgreatfunforthewholecampus,as
well as family and friends.
Later in the semester. UPBEAT
will be sponsoring many exciting
events. Scheduled for April 21 is the
Pacific Boardwalk. This is the second
year for this evenL It is basically a
large carnival open to the entire campus -lots of games and loud music to
fill the McCaffery Center.

Seven days later, April 28, the
International Spring Festival colors
Knoles lawn with a wide array of
food, costumes, and entertainment
from all over the world. Various clubs
on campus are co-sponsoring this
event with UPBEAT.
If the international scene here on
campus does not quench your thirst
for travel, then maybe you should
look into the various outdoor trips
sponsored by UPBEAT. Among these
planned outings are a wild ski trip to
Kirkwood and an adventurous river
rafting excursion.
In addition to the new schedule of
events, UPBEAT will continue sponsoring the Pacific Hour every Thursday, during which UPBEAT has previously scheduled bands and club
presentations, usually during lunch
hour.
This semester is bound to be fun
with all the hard work and planning
UPBEAT has done. Take _advantage
ofall that is offered to you this semester. Remember, sometimes you just
have to say, "What the heck."

Jr& G'S

"UOP is not a place of employmem,
but a place of fun," said Dr. Roben
Hamemile of the engineering department.
Hamernikhas been at UOPsince 1962.
He is the associate dean of civii engineer.
ing and he also reaches.
"I enjoy class and teaching. My fa.
vorite lime of the day is when I am in the
classroom," said Hamemik.
Outside of the office, Hamemik en.
joys spending time with his family and
puttering around the house. WoodwOJt.
ing and gardening are a few of Hamer.
nik's favorite hobbies, and he just fm.
ished tiling a floor in his house.

Story by Susan Brooks; Photo by Gil Castillo
cause it provides opportunities fer
students outside the classroom th<tt
will be beneficial," said a sophomore
who is affiliated with the system.
"However, there is a negative perception of the Greeks as partiers by a

gre<1t potential to be a very, very

positive force, and in some ways they
are.but I don't think they are quite as
good as they could be. I would like to
see more people judging one another
to their merits and not by the shirts
that they are wearing."
A sophomore said, "In my belief it
is like a club that unites people for the
purposeofraisingmoneyforacharity
or something that they truly believe in
and in that respect, I believe it is a
positive thing. But then again, I could
also say that the purpose of the Greek
system is to party and to have a place
to enjoy the company o( each other
while doing so.
"I've met very nice people in the
system, and I've met some people
who aren't so nice. I think it depends
on the people you meet. I also think it
makes the school interesting to have
them around."
Some surveyed feel that the Greek
system can help one adjust to the
college lifestyle.
"The Greek system is good be-

REST'AURAN~

I'd like to see more
people judging one
another by their
merits, and not by
the shirts they are
wearing.
great deal of the school. The purpose
is to bring a group of different people
together to achieve a common goal."
A faculty member who has been
here for 16 years said, "I feel the
Greek system as a w~ole can be very
beneficial to one's college life. I think
it can ease the transition period of
leaving home and going away to college. I think that for many of the
students, the purpose of the Greek

system is to have a good time.
fme as long as the student can
his o:r her studies with .,..,.,.....,IL.u•r
And, there are some who
interviewed that said the ·
system is damaging and only
for social reasons.
A senior who is ahiliated said,
too small...I think it _is weak on
campus because tltere is no
among the houses. We all fight
purpose is to party down and
new friends."
A junior who is not affiliated
any of the houses said, ''They
Hurst
partiers, and that is about all ~·dlldl!rtaUJil"''n Edltor
Sometimes I wonder why they
the Emmys won•t ~
here at school. I guess the
uitil September, The I
to make lots of friends and
baS lilted to give verbal
good time."
wilners of its Best of tJj
Along with the positive
poll. The poll wa
tive feeling towards the Greek
irlthe Dec. 1 issue; an
tern, there were a few who
published last
tiaL
were mixed.
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Chevy's: high in Mexican ambiance
By Guy A. Williams
Staff Writer

and
Jennifer Presten
Staff Writer

The place feels like Tiajuana.
We're talking a~ut Chevy's, the restaurant and bar that just opened in
November on March Lane, by Food
For Less.
The restaurant looks like it was
imported straight from Mexico,._,..
There's a cement floor, wooden ceiling and plaster walls covered with
symbols you might find on wooden
crates offood. Adding to this Mexican ambiance is old fashioned farming equipment that rests on shelves
throughout the bur.

placed throughout the drinking area.
Upon entering we were greeted, not
by a hostess, but by a neon cactus
standing behind the cash register.
There are also similarcacti, smallerin
size, behind and in front of the bar.
Beer signs also light up the bar, creating a cheap, butexpectedaunosphere.
Before we go any farther, we want
you to know that Chevy's does not
have happy hour specials, so you'll
fmd no break on appetizers or drink
prices.
Chevy's serves only two types of
domestic beer: Budweiser and Miller
Lite at two bucks apiece. But they do
have a wide variety of imports available for $2.50.
The food at Chevy's is consistent
with the Mexican decor. The fajitas

1broughout the main entrance and
bar area stools are available for tables
that are supported by cases ofCorona
bottles, but most seating is available
in uncomfortable wicker chairs with
colorful tables. We did get a good
laugh at the center pieces on each
table: Corona bottles with a fake
•••While

eating you
Can WatCh I el
machino' make
fr
yo~ esh tortillas
bouquets of flowers poking out of the
necks. How original.
The most interesting part of
Chevy's is the neon signs that are

are to die for and when we ortlllltaing.

this sizzling dish, we both
huge sombreros. You can even
a meal out of the hors d•oeuvres.
The service is good, and
eating you can watch ''el machilllllkiSI~lytlr the
make your fresh tortillas. We do ~m COifidc!red
however, that the food is a tad Olly.;llildred~
priced.
We found the drinks lw~ooUI
driving, and we highly recomroeiGII
designated driver if you're .,..llllllll.r.._..
enough to try Chevy's. But if
decide to go and taste the light twt~rf"rlrite
chips they offer,justkeep in mirlidtlllllll
on J & G's scale of four stars Dlll!l~D"Jltlllloe:s.
best. we give the look-a-like
of-the-border Chevy's a very sad
disappointing one and a half star..
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e.WOMEN'S FINE APPAREL
~

''TCBY."' FROZEN YOGUKf
IS HERE FOR THE TASTING.

10 o/o off on any $25 puchase or more on
clothing and accessories with this coupon
• Full nail service •

•Waxing •
• Accupressure Therapy •

ON THE MIRACLE MILE

LEARNABOUTLAWSCHOOL

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
IS A WORSHIP PLACE
FOUR BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
AT ELDORADO AND FULTON

WE OFFER WELCOME. CARING. HOPE.
FORGIVENESS. AND GOOD NEWS.........

CHECK IT OUT SUNDAY MORNINGS
SUNDAY SCHOOL/BIBLE STUDY ............ 9:00
WORSHIP .............................................. l 0:00
REV. ALAN FIELD, PASTOR

~~

463-7333

FAITH LUTHERAN IS A CONGREGATION OF
THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH IN

AMERICA

lnfo~~i Meeting ~nd Adm;;;;io~;; F~ir
Wednesday, February 14, 1990

AILTilE PLEASURE.
NONE OF 1HE GUlli..

Time: 6:00p.m. - 8:30p.m.
Place: HOTEL EL RANCHO
1029 WestCapiUJIAvenue
West Sacramento, CA
Location: Forest Hills Room

··rcav"

Tile ContrrJ> lksl Jbprt.

llam to lOpm
5756 Pacific Ave

An o~n. discussiort allows you to talk to the law schOQ/ r~cruiters
and prck up application forms and literature on th~ir schools.

.. ~ARTICIPATINGLAWSCHOOI.S:

All pamciptlflrtg law schools ar~ approv~d hy tile Am~rican Bar Associatiort

CaHtonlla Western
Goldea Gate
Goaup Unlnrslty
Lewis aDd Clark College

WUiamette UDinnlty
UDinrstty of 81111 01ep
UDiftrSity of San Franchto
Santa Clan UDivenlty
Pepperdllle
Wblttler Colep
OfH!1t to all stutkrtt8 and alumni~ coll~gu tl1ld Wlil!ersilies ;,. this area.

1
1
1
1

BUY Q~ GET ONE FREE! ANY MENU ITEM,

EXlwuiNG PIES, SUPERS AND GIAN'IS.
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.
.
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....
~c.."""'........
March 31,1990
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Twentieth CentUry Fox

Meet the Slmpsons-from top left Homer, Marge, Maggie, Bart
and Lisa. The show appears on the Fox network Sunday nights.
own series, on Sunday nights at 8:30
p.m. on Channel 40. According to
Groening, Tracey Ullman likes the
Simpsons' series. Two of Ullman's
cast members, Dan Castellaneta and
Julie Kavner, do the voices for Homer
and Marge. Writers for the show were
recruited from "Cheers," "Saturday
Night Live," and "Late Night With
David Letterman."
JamesL. Brooks, writer, producer,
and director for "Terms of Endearment" and "Broadcast News," is one

of the show's executive producers.
According to Groening, one show
takes six months to create and they
work on 13 shows at once.
When Groening created the show,
he didn't warn his family and gave
them an "extra double surprise" by
naming some of the Simpsons after
his own family. Homer and Marge
were named after his own parents,
while Lisa and Maggie were named
after his sisters. Groening also named
his own son Homer although he

McCAFFREY CENTER GALLERY

"probably won't be called that much
1onger." Desp1te
· having the same
names, Groening likes to think his
own family is "more intelligent than
the Simpsons."
Groening is also the creator of the
"Life in Hell" cartoon strip and the
books ''Love is Hell," "Work is Hell,"
"School is Hell," and "Childhood is
Hell." Of the "Life in Hell" cartoon
strip, Groening says "I was in a very
bad mood the day I named it" His
most recent book is "Akbar and Jeff's
Guide to Life." Groening says that he
will be doing more books and his
publisher wants him to do a "Sex is
Hell" book. Not surprisingly, he also
says he gets lots of letters telling him
he's going to hell.
Groening didn't seriously begin
cartooning until "the frrst day of
school" and he says his childhood
was "just like 'The Wonder Years."'
Some of the cartoons that have tinkled
his fancy are "Calvin and Hobbes,"
"Bloom County," and "The Far Side."
Groening says of his success in
animation, "Having a doodle come to
life is like being a minor god."

Sculptures by Susan Leibovitz Steinman and charcoal drawings by
Judith Foosaner are showcased at the McCaffrey Center Gallery through
Feb. 16.
The McCaffrey Center Gallery is located on the second floor of the
McCaffrey Center. Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-9 p.m. weekdays and 3-9 p.m.
weekends. For more information, contact Carla Malone at (209) 946-2174.

McCAFFREY CENTER THEATRE
SCHOOL DAZE: Spike Lee
Thursday, Feb. 8 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 10 at 7 p.m.
DO THE RIGHT THING: Spike Lee, Danny Aiello
Friday, Feb. 9 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 10 at 9:30p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 11 at 2, 7 and 9:30p.m.
REAR WINDOW: James Stewart, Grace Kelly
Tuesday, Feb. 13 at 9 p.m.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The UOP Conservatory of Music will continue its Resident Artists
Series Recitals with a concert by faculty member Warren Van Bronkhorst.
Van Bronkhorst will present a series of works on violin.
The concert will begin at 8:15 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 13 in the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. Admission is by $2 scholarship donation. Children
and students are admitted free of yharge.
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BEST COMEDY: NBC swept this
egory, with "The Cosby Show"
• • good. 1M! · g the number one spot, followed
ace
Mel · oselybythelong-running"Cheers."
We&! so considered were "Married with
~~a !if hildren," "Night Court" and "The
&he
Wonder Years."

restored after the cancellation of
"Dynasty" in 1989, but now I have
doubts. Diane Sawyer gets the runner-up position to join Harry Reasoner as an actor, and "Thirtysomething" star Mel Harris follows.
BESTCOMEDICACTOR: The
winners are Bill and Ted. No, not the
excellent dudes from movie fame.
Bill Cosby and Ted Danson nearly
tied for the honor. Also-rans include
Michael J. Fox, Alan Aida and Harry
Anderson of "Night Court"
BEST COMEDIC ACTRESS:
Hats off to TV queen Roseanne Barr
for mooning her way to the top of the
industry. Barr garnished a "hefty"
sum of the votes. Applause also for
Candice Bergen, television's Murphy
Brown. Variety show funny-woman
Tracey Ullman came in a distant third.

Arlen J. Hansen, chairman and
professor for the English department,
will be available on Saturday for a
book signing celebrating his latest
work "Expatriate Paris: A Cultural
and Literary Guide to Paris of the
1920s." The new novel chronicles
Jazz Age Paris and its many writers,
-from Ernest Hemingway to James
Thurber.
In addition to his work with the
English department, Hansen is the
recipient of two Fulbright Awards,
the Faye and Alex Spanos Distinguished Teaching Awmd and -two
National Endowment for the Humani-

ties grants.
"Expatriate Paris" has received
praise from the elite in the publishing
industry, including George Plimpton
and Jacqueline Onassis.
Hansen used city records, maps
and private papers to gain the information for his novel. Stocktonian
Rock Hudock created the maps used ·
to detail the accounts.
Maxwell's Bookmark on at 2103
Pacific Ave. will sponsor the book
signing, which begins at 1 p.m. on
Saturday,Feb. 10. The hardback book
will be -available for $24.95

UPBEAT Special Entertainment will present the Snickers Comedy Club
on Wednesday, Feb. 14 from 7-9 p.m. The comedy show will be performed
in the Redwood Room and is free of charge to all UOP students. Refreshments include a hosted non-alcoholic bar and pizza. For more information,
contact ASUOP at 946-2233.

fr'"

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA AND DANCE
Repertory Dance Theatre of Utah will perform three concerts at UOP's
Long Theatre. Shows begin at 8 p.m. for the following performances:
Feb. 8- RDT's History of dance performance
Feb. 9- RDT performs with various community dance groups, UOP's
Pacific Dance Theatre and faculty member Anandha
Ray.
Feb. 10- RDT's Contemporary Dance Concert
For more information, contact Dr. Anandha Ray at 946-2116.

•

lhe haS d'~

WORST SHOW ON TV: Fox's
"Married with Children" receives the
dubiousdistinction. Interestingwhen
you considera similar amount of interest for the show in the Best Comedy
category. Michael Landon's "HighBEST DRAMATIC ACTOR: way to Heaven" took a detour, leav~y 're 1#1 Mostof you left this one blank. Either ing the actor and his show in second
drivel' if, Y~SUI~~ you're not familiar with the actors on place. In third, the syndicated "Small
ltY ()eVY s. ti~_. yoorfavoriteshows,oryou'veproven Wonder," the unbelievable tale of the
and ta5iC ~ ir;!~-lbat UOP doesn't harbor a flock of a little girl who's actually a robot
111
er.juStteel' W~jcooch-potatoes. Top vote goes to Who says quality television isn't
o•
Alan Aida of "MASH" (though available apymore?
ve abe kXJk·l' ,ltii"MASH"isconsideredacomedy). A
BESTTHEMESONG: "Cheers"
Cbe'Y'si:J!IJ Ifew votes went to each of the followone and •
ing, though none had an outstanding is ringing in those heads out there.
hdDCCWv--~D
COUnt Robert Wagner, Daniel J. Tra- The comedy's theme song was sevanti, Harry Reasoner(?) and Larry lected among the hundreds to be heard
throughout the decade. Also considDrake of ''L.A. Law."
ered were "Without Us," the Johnny
BEST DRAMATIC ACTRESS: Mathis/Denice Williams duet that
Unfortunately, Joan Collins won this opens "Family Ties" six times a night
award. My faith in mankind was . in syndication.
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' VAlENTINES SPECIAL '
20% OFF All SUEDE & LEATHER
Feb 1-14 Onl~w~l

•

Choose from Fabulous Sportswear
Dresses & Accessories
•

•

•

Gift Certificates Available
Semi-Annual Sale Continues!
.;, Up to 70% OHII '•;.

Monday thr0U9h Soturd01,1lO a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
160 Uncoln Center • Stockton• (209) 952·2505

Domino's Pizza will
deliver a hot. fresh. madeto-order pizza to your door
in 30 minutes or less.
Guaranteed. Don't let anyone tell you differently. Call
Domino's Pizza. Nobody
Delivers Better®

al.
m

Call Us!
952-3030

=·

4343 Pacific Ave.
Stockton

®

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~
Coca. Cola®
available in
12 oz. cans.
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---------
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Nobody Delivers Better®: Delivery •
area limited to ensure sare driving.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00.

__ _
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---BUILD YO~ $8.99 ' $4.00;~::~:.
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"tst \epizzawithasmany
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SAFE,FR~E I ' tionson\y.
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Not val~ w~h anyothe~~~;,ere applicable.
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•
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tzza® loaded With
with an equal r~gular price and get your favorite
$4.00 more or ewer number oftopap~co~d ~izza
tngs •orJUst
SAFE, FRIEND
Good at lis ted ~Y, F~EE DELIVERY!
Not vali11Wfthany .__Cations only.
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Second win in two weeks

Women's Tennis trounces Washington
By Derrick Kau
Senior Staff Writer

The UOP women's tennis team
got their season off to a swinging
slart, posting two wins over the past
week.
The Tigers breezed past Sacramento State 8-1 in their opening
match. However, they dropped a 5-4
decision at the hands of UNLV in
their next contest.
Pacific played without the service
of their number two player, Leslie
Powell, who did notcompeteinsingles
Gil Castillo--The Pacifican
due to an elbow injury.
LISA MATSUSHIMA rallies a serve.
"It's a disappointing loss because
year," said Graham. "But right now
we had our chances to win despite not sweeping the doubles.
our singles play leaves something to
Pacific
avenged
another
loss
sufhaving Leslie," said Head Coach
be desired."
fered
last
season
by
defeating
WashGordon Graham. "One of our goals
UOP has virtually everybody back
ington
6-3.
The
Tigers
hav.e
swept
the
coming into this season was to beat all
from
last year with the exception of
doubles
in
all
three
contests.
"It
is
a
the teams we lost to last year, which
no.
six
singles. They will be looking
renlencouragingsign,consideringthat
includesUNLV."TheTigerswereable
on last seasons sixth place
to
improve
doubles
play
was
our
weakness
last
to win just one singles match before

finish. Graham foresees his team
placing anywhere between second and
seventh with perennial favorite San
Diego State, the only Big West team
in the top 20, to finish first. "The
talent's there to do better than sixth,"
said Graham, "but health may play a
major role in how we do because we
don't have a lot of depth."
The Tigers will participate in the
Northern California Intercollegiate
Tournamentat OakPark, that consists
of eight teams including conference
rivals Fresno State and San Jose State
as well as St. Mary's and Nevada
Reno.
The team of Lisa Matsushima and
Leslie Powell were selected to compete in the Rolex Regionals at Minnesota, where the nation's top 16 teams
will be featured. Matsushima and
Powell are currently the no. six team
in the nation.

Tigers dive into the Tank

Baseball
•
w1ns
one,
loses two

Will return home Saturday
By Tom Gregory
Sen\or Staff Writer

Tark's Shark Tank will be the
arena ~ which the UOP Tigers will
squareofftonightwith the 12th-ranked
team in the nation, the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas.
The Runnin' Rebels have been
hailed all season as one of the premier
teams in the nation and as usual they
tend to get all of the media attention in
the Big West Conference.
It's unfortunate, however, that the
BWC's most heralded team revolves
around scandal during most of the
year. The Rebs may be ranked no.l2
in terms of basketball skills, but they
rank no.l in troublemak:inr.
Many UNLV players have been

By Mike Snider
Staff Writer

The UOP baseball team started
their season off on the right foot last
Saturday by taking the fust game of a
home doubleheader against Santa
Clara. But bad luck and some pitching breakdowns combined to send the
Tigers down to defeat in their following two games against the Broncos.
First-year Head Coach Quincy
Noble must have been very happy to
start off with a win in the Tigers' first
outing of the season. Starting pitcher
Dave Cloninger c!ombined with reliever JoeBrownholtz, who was credited with fhewin, to hold scu t8Just
two' runs af the Tigers won, ( 4-2.
Sophomore outfi.elder Ryan Casagranda brokeopen a close game in the
seventh inning with a clutch two-RBI
single.

suspended from play during the course
of the season for various reasons including unpaid student loans and
brawling. It was unknown at press
time whetherornotanyplayers would
be suspended for the game tonight,
but Tiger player Dan Embick was
thinking wishfully when he quipped,
"Maybe they'll suspend Larry
Johnson."
The Tigers,l2-8 and 5-6, are fresh
off of a victory over UC Irvine. The
Anteaters, who are winless in conference play, came close to pulling off a
last second victory, but Pacific was
the victor in the 76-75 game. Pacific
was down by two points at the half but
came back and played solid later in
the game.
Dell Demps sparked Pacific witlt

I NT RAM UR.ALS
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Bad luck and some
pitching
breakdowns
combiJ?,ed to send
the Tigers down to
defeat

ENTRIES
OPEN

BASKETBA' L Feb. 1
FREE-THRCW .,

ENTRIES
CLOSE

PLAY

Feb. 21

Feb. 8 4 p.m.

NOTE

BEGINS

a career-high evening in which he
scored 26 points, butit was Don Lyttle
who scored UOP's final eight points
and wrapped up the Tigers'l2th win.
Earlier in the week, the UC Santa
Barbara Gauchos avenged a prior loss
to the UOP basketball team when
they beat the Tigers 57-45 in Goleta.
The Gauchos have proven their
talent over the course of the season by
running their conference record to 73. Ironically, Santa Barbara's biggest
loss of the season came at the hands of
UOP a few weeks ago in Stockton.
UOP's next home game will be
on Saturday against Cal State Fullerton, who beat the Tigers at the buzzer
earlier in the season.

Tiger Tracks
Thursday, Feb. 8
Men's Basketball vs. UNLV ............................. 8 p
Women's Bm.ketball vs. Long Beach St..... 7:30 p.
Softball vs. Cal Poly-SLO ............................... .. 5 p.
Men's Tennis at Portland ................................ 2
Thursday, Feb. 8 - Sunday, Feb. 11
Women's Tennis at ITCA Rolex Indoor
Championships
Friday, Feb. 9
Men's Tennis at Portland All-Stars ................. 2 p
Baseball at San Diego St. ................................ 7 p
Friday, Feb. 9 - Monday, Feb. 11
Women's Tennis NOR CAL INTERCOLLEGIATES
TBA
Saturday, Feb. 10
Men's Basketball vs. Cal St. Fullerton ........ 7:30
Baseball at San Diego St. ................................ 5
Lacrosse vs. Occidental ................................... 1
Sunday, Feb. 11
Baseball at San Diego St. ................................ 2
Lacrosse at San Jose St...................................... """..~
Monday, Feb. 12
Women's Basketball vs. UNLV ................... 7:30
Softball at Santa Clara .................................... 5
Men's Tennis vs. UC Santa Barbara ............... 2
Tuesday, Feb. 13
Baseball vs. Nevada-Reno ............................... 3
Men's Tennis at Hayward St........................... 2 u.,u-··...r·
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Be Y.our own boul Di1tributonhipc,
~~"· Money makUta opponumtiea,
Fl'lllchUea, and Mail order. Daail, •end
$2.00 to: Nationa1Martcetin1 Company, box
3006, BOlton, MA 02130.

.

.s~a- Co~eae Gr.d•-Oppononity for
indiviG!ak Wlth derire to build <:areer in
110c:kbroeraae induauy. Send l'elllllle to
Box 6400, San Maleo, CA 94103.

Auemiooll Buy wort-Bxc:ellent payl
Al~bleproduc:u • home. Detaib- 1-602831-8883.

Earn '?d Learn: Student with computer
programmmg experience wanted to assist in
~ch Oil chaotic weather pauems. Call
euor Wulfrnan, Dept. of Physics-2220.

. CRUISE LINE HIRING I Lnmediate openmga. Excellentpay. World travel! Calll-518459-3535. Ext. p2975CD.

~ f~r 1 Fl'lltemity, Soroity, or student OIJIJUZab.on that would like to make SS00$1~ for a one-week on campus marketing
proJect. Must be organized and hardworking
Call Bode or Becky at 1-800-592-2121.
·

Attention! Government seized vehicles
from $100. Fords, Mercedes, Corveues,

three sea
Steve Bro

10 • Standard size reprints
10 • 4" x 6" reprints

Chevys. Surplus Buyen Guide. 1-602-838_
8885. Ext A 7481.

Must sell! 1985 Nissan 200SX hatchback; p.s.; p.b.; overdrive, ale tilt wheel
rear window defroster and wipe~. exel ste:
reo, less than 62,000 miles. $3600 or best
offer.
948-9930 ask for Tracy Davis.

Just$1.99
Just $2.49
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
No further discounts apply • Offer ends February 15th
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